Stage 2: First and Second Class
Stimulus

Link/s

Learning Outcome

Austin’s Butterfly

Concepts and themes are useful for Emotions
and Wellbeing Learning Outcomes.

A true story about a first grade boy called
Austin and how his classmates and teacher
gave him the kind of critical feedback that
helped him improve his artwork.

Exceptionally useful for unpacking what
Critical Thinking should look like.

https://vimeo.com/38247060
Concepts and themes are suitable for
engagement with all Learning Outcomes,
particularly Emotions and Wellbeing.

Wire Cutters, animated short, Jack Sanders
A chance encounter proves fateful for 2 robots
mining on a desolate planet. Wire Cutters is a
sci-fi fable about competition, friendship and
greed.

This is also a useful stimulus when building
Collaborative and Caring Thinking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Bs4
LOtIuxg
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This Is Not My Hat, Jon Klassen
When a tiny fish shoots into view wearing a
round blue top hat (which happens to fit him
perfectly), trouble could be following close
behind. So it's a good thing that enormous fish
won't wake up. And even if he does, it's not as
though he'll ever know what happened, will
he. Visual humour swims to the fore as the
bestselling Jon Klassen follows his break-out
debut with another deadpan-funny tale.

Useful for supporting all Thinking Time
Learning Outcomes .
Could be used to support a wider exploration
into Beliefs and Religions Strand with
particular focus on Beliefs and Practices
https://www.amazon.co.uk/This-Not-HatJon-Klassen/dp/1406353434

Here We Are, Oliver Jeffers
Our world can be a bewildering place,
especially if you’ve only just got here. Your
head will be filled with questions, so let’s
explore what makes our planet and how we
live on it. From land and sky, to people and
time, these notes can be your guide and start
you on your journey. And you’ll figure lots of
things out for yourself. Just remember to leave
notes for everyone else… Some things about
our planet are pretty complicated, but things
can be simple, too: you’ve just got to be kind.

Could be used to support a wider exploration
into Beliefs and Religions Strand and in
particular as a launch into the Special Places
Learning Outcome

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Here-We-AreLiving-Planet/dp/0008266166

Oliver Jeffers wrote this book to his son
during the first two months of his life as a way
of introducing the world to him. This could be
used as inspiration for collaborative project
work between teachers, students and
parents.
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A lovely clip particularly suitable for Third
Class. As well as serving as a stimulus for a
Full Fat P4C Inquiry and therefore supporting
All Learning Outcomes for the Thinking Time
Strand, this contrasting community could be
used to help support the Learning Outcomes
for Beliefs and Religions Strand with concepts
relating to All Learning Outcomes.

Mud Mosque in Mali - Human Planet
(Deserts)
The Great Mosque in Djenné, Mali is not only
the world's largest mud brick building but also
a model of ecofriendly and sustainable
architecture.
This 5 min clip captures the annual community
celebration and care for their Mosque.
Everyone is involved as they follow nature’s
lead in preserving their place of worship,
including the children.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FIKw
uEnOdNY

Concepts and themes are useful for
supporting All Learning Outcomes for
Thinking Time.

The Parrot and the Merchant (Tales by Rumi)
Hardcover –
by Rumi (Author), Pippa Goodhart (Editor),
Marjan Vafaian (Illustrator)

The picture book also supports a number of
Learning Outcomes in the Beliefs and Religion
in particular Beliefs and Practices and Special
Artefacts and Stories

The merchant Mah Jahan loves to keep
colourful birds in cages, especially a parrot
who can talk to her. But when the parrot asks
her to bring something back from her trading
trip to India, Mah Jahan learns a valuable
lesson about how to treat the things and
people you love.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/ParrotMerchant-Tales-Rumi/dp/1910328030
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